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The Professional Investigators College of
Australasia (PICA) is Australasia's onl specific
Registered Training Organisation (RTO)
focusing on the training and development of
investigators. You'll find man training
organisations delivering securit , governance,
management and related certificates, but at
PICA, we're specialists. That's our difference.
PICA direc tors, Greg & Paul, have over 40
ears experience in investigation including the
Police Force, as private investigators and also
workplace investigators. The wider team of
trainers and assessors across the countr all
have relevant and demonstratable expereince
and skills.
Our people "walk the walk."

The investigation industr these da s is wide and
varied. Investigators are common across all
government sectors and throughout man private
industries. One of the more popular places ou'll
see investigators is in the insurance industr .
We often get asked about the opportunities as an
investigator and the amount of work available.
Like an profession, the best investigators will be
in high demand and are sought out. Having the
right skills and knowledge will allow ou to stand
out from the others.
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Generall speaking, investigation can be
categorised as being either 'factual' or
'surveillance.'
Fac al in e iga i n are undertaken
to gather evidence and report findings
through interviewing witnesses,
suspect/person of interest interviews,
document/data gathering and anal sis,
site inspections,
photographs/measurements and like
methods. S
eillance in e iga
gather evidence through video and still
recording subjects and providing a
report on activities. This is usuall done
covertl .
Having both skills is a benefit.
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It's not necessar for ou to be a former police officer to become a good investigator. Here at
PICA, we deliver accedited investigator training that's recognised Australia-wide. In the case of
the Certificate III in Investigative Services, it's what ou'll need to appl for our private
investigator's license (check with our particular state though). Our experienced trainers and
assessors will make sure ou're given the most up-to-date and relevant information. And, the 'll
be there along the wa to mentor and guide ou.
So where do ou start?
The answer to this question ver much depends on our current job, our exposure to stud and
our career aspirations. Beginning with a certificate III can be a good idea, with progression to a cert IV
or diploma. Depending on the t pe of investgigator and particular industr ou wish to work in, there
are options. For example, if workplace investigation interests ou, then our HR stream would be best
suited. Check out our packages.
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We understand that ou want to be qualified as soon as possible. Because our training is
predominantl online, ou can choose to start whenever ou like and work at a pace most
suitable for ou. The units are opened up to ou in stages, allowing ou to be compentent in
the areas ou need to move forward successfull . Different qualifications have differing
expected stud time hours. However, as an example, our hallmark Certificate III in
Investigative Services t picall takes 12 months (15 units) but can take much less time
depending on our commitment.
Once ou have finished our initial training, there are man options to explore, dependent on
our choice of career. You ma wish to become a safet professional, a workplace specialist,
an insurance investigator or a paralegal. Your investigation career can take ou man places
and open up man possibilities such as:

Government investigator (i.e.
Worksafe, Fisheries, Environment,
Fair trading, Treasur , etc)
Local Government (i.e. ranger, local
laws, animal management)
Insurance investigator (factual or
surveillance)
Police Officer/detective/customs etc
Workplace investigator
(bull ing/harassment, misconduct,
fraud, code of conduct)
Corporate investigator (gaming
companies, banks and finance)
Private investigator (as a subcontractor or on our own)
Endless opportunities in mining and
resources, federal, state and local
government, finance, the securit
industr ... and man more!
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CERTIFICATE III IN
INVESTIGATIVE
SERVICES
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CERTIFICATE IV IN
WORK HEALTH &
SAFETY
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CERTIFICATE IV IN
GOVERNMENT
INVESTIGATION
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CERTIFICATE IV IN
HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
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DIPLOMA IN WORK
HEALTH & SAFETY

CERTIFICATE IV IN
LEADERSHIP AND
MANAGEMENT
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DIPLOMA IN
HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
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CERTIFICATE III IN
SECURITY
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CERTIFICATE III IN
MICRO BUSINESS
OPERATIONS
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